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Nolathane have wasted no time in getting their new 
technical ambassador Mark Larkham into the studio 
and doing what he is well known for - deconstructing 
and simplifying what is usually very technical!

Rather than digging into specifics Nolathane and 
Mark Larkham have gone back to the very start, which 
involves the symptoms and diagnosis of worn suspension 
components, or what Nolathane have coined as ‘Carthritis’ 
which draws a strong parallel to the worn joints and 
symptoms one would experience in the human body.

Andrew Nolan, Sales & Marketing General Manager at 
Nolathane, states, “It’s amazing how easy it is to focus on 
the benefits of your product rather than the reason one 
would come across the need for your product in the first 
place. 

“We are putting a significant focus on raising 
awareness of worn suspension components and inherent 
vehicle behaviour (symptoms) with the hope this 
encourages motorists to take their car in for an inspection 
with their the chosen auto servicing provider. One would 
do the same with their GP if they were suffering hip, knee 
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or wrist pain so looking after your vehicle is no different,” 
he said.

Using this principle, Mark Larkham is able to 
demonstrate in a studio environment why Nolathane 
is the perfect solution or treatment for ‘Carthritis’ and, 
with decades of continual improvement in material 
formulation and application engineering, it allows 
the Nolathane solution to outlast and outperform its 
predecessor.

Nolathane has adapted the studio to take full advantage 
of the presenting style Mark Larkham and his many fans 
have become accustomed too, with a large high definition 
monitor, physical samples and that whiteboard which has 
become his visual signature. 

Andrew Nolan explains: “The majority of what we 
are developing with Mark is targeted at the mechanic/
installer so we figured, let’s not use fancy graphics or blue 
screens, let’s have a look and feel that’s not over-the-top 
and something the target audience can understand and 
relate to.” 

Nolathane continued their day in the studio by 
shooting topics that focus more on the basics of the 
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product and program which included: their growing 
range of control arms, sway bar links and latest program: 
Nolathane Essential Kits. The kits focus on common and 
economical servicing solutions for the popular vehicles on 
our roads and in workshops’ daily.

Critical to the shoot was covering the notorious 
lubrication of Nolathane products which, over the years, 
continues to be misunderstood and commonly incorrectly 
applied which can ultimately lead to underperformance of 
the product.

“Mark did a fantastic video covering the dos-and-
don’ts of lubricating Nolathane which I believe will be a 
surprise to many of the mechanics out there installing 
our products. Again it’s all about raising awareness and 
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Includes smaller rear differential 
bushing best identified by its offset tube.
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TERRITORY & FALCON 
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 continue to think SMARTER by combining the hugely popular Ford front and rear diff 
mounts into one kit offering for ease of ordering and installation. Better known as ‘  
Essential Servicing Kits’, these kits represent the economical solution that firstly take any of 
the guess work out of the product identification process, provide the mechanic with the key 
servicing bushings to do the job efficiently and most importantly with the best possible 
outcome for the customer   .

Mark Larkham
Technical Ambassador

“

“

using Mark Larkham, who has proven an ideal choice for 
Nolathane as he explains things so well. He really is an 
expert!” claims Andrew Nolan.

Nolathane have lots more in the pipeline when it 
comes to Mark Larkham. The content they have, and 
will be developing further, will be available through the 
many mediums available today including: the website, 
social media, Youtube, training guides and through their 
electronic communications. 

Keep an eye out and be sure to tune in as Nolathane 
and Mark Larkham have combined to make suspension 
work easy!!

For further information visit the 
www.nolathane.com.au website. 


